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A Rate Adaptation Algorithm for Multicast Sources
in Priority-Based IP Networks

Ashraf Matrawy, Associate Member, IEEE,and Ioannis Lambadaris

Abstract—This letter presents a new rate adaptation algorithm
for multicast sources that operate in priority-based IP networks.
The algorithm represents the flow control component of our work
on an architecture for video multicasting in priority-based IP net-
works. We show (through simulation results) that the algorithm
meets our design goal of satisfying the quality-of-service (QoS) re-
quirements of different video multicast receivers which have dif-
ferent networking capabilities.

Index Terms—Assured forwarding, , congestion, multicast.

I. NETWORK MODEL

WE START by briefly describing the network model we
consider for our work. The algorithm is targeted at

real-time multicast applications that operate in IP networks that
support priority-dropping as a means of providing different
classes of services to its users. Our network models assume that
routers support RED with in/out bits (RIO) [1] for providing
service differentiation using priority dropping. Our selection
of RIO makes the algorithm suitable for the proposedDiffserv
Assured Forwarding (AF) service [2]. RIO queues maintain a
different set of parameters for each priority level and treat each
of these levels as a different virtual queue.

We also assume that routers can send ECN (Explicit Conges-
tion Notification) messages upstream to the sender with infor-
mation about the router’s congestion status.

II. END-TO-END ARCHITECTURE

We build an end-to-end architecture on top of the network
model described in Section I. The results presented in this letter
are based on testing the algorithm in the context of multicasting
MPEG4 encoded real-time video. We send MPEG4 packets as
onemulticast group. These packets are marked with different
priority levels by the rate adaptation algorithm at the sender.
The algorithm decides how much is the total sending rate and
the percentage of the packets marked with each priority level.
These decisions are based on the congestion status reported to
the sender by the different routers in the network. This conges-
tion status is represented by the probability of the router sending
a feedback message as described by in Section III. The al-
gorithm always tries to set the rate for the high priority (most
important) packets to accommodate the router with the worst
congestion. That is the router with , where
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refers to the highest priority layer. At lower priority levels, rates
can be higher than receivers capacities as the packets will be
dropped by the routers when they are not needed.

III. T HE RATE ADAPTATION ALGORITHM

A. The Rate Adaptation Equation

Assume that MPEG4 traffic is generated at the source and
divided into layers marked with different priorities.1 Also
we assume that this is the number of different priorities (and
hence virtual queues) recognized at the routers. Let ,

, be the rate (in packets/s) of layerat the source at time.
We also consider

where is the probability that virtual queuewill generate
a feedback message at time. Also at time we have

QueueSize

We derived from the specification of BECN (Backward
ECN) [3]. Considering the changes fromold to newvalues of

and in a small interval , we use the following
equation to update the rate :

(1)

where . The rationale behind using this
equation is to always change in the opposite direction of
change of with a step . We change to control how
much changes in reaction to changing network conditions.

can assume values between 0 and 1. At these extreme
values, changes in can be either no change at all (0%)
or very high (100%). We select where is
a constant for layer and . This sets the maximum
rate change to at layer . The choice of square root function
was motivated by our design goal of being able to react to very
small changes of network conditions (when ) as
the square root of these small values is greater than the actual
value . This ensures reacting to congestion
while it is developing. Equation (1) is subject to the following
constraints:

1We use the term layers to describe the different priority levels of packets but
we still send all of them in one multicast stream
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where and are the value limits of the rate at layer
, respectively, and and are the limits for the total

source rate. These values depend on the limitations imposed by
the video encoder and on the outgoing link speed.

B. Round-Trip Time (RTT)

Routers send feedback messages to the sender with values
of that indicate the congestion status of the routers. The
sender will evaluate the feedback from all routers everyand
decide on a new rate . The value of will depend of
the sender’s estimation of the round-trip time (RTT) from the
routers that send the feedback information. We select the RTT
value that corresponds to the router that has the worst congestion
at the high priority layer. That is the router with in
its feedback message.

C. Feedback Suppression

To reduce feedback, routers will send feedback messages
with a probability instead of sending a feedback message for
every packet that causes a problem. From simulations, sending
2%–5% of the feedback messages kept feedback volume
reasonable.

D. Calculation of Probabilities

The quantities and are calculated using
real-time measurements from the network rather than being
based on an analytical model. The reason for this is that in the
general case where all kinds of traffic flows are coming into
the routers queues, it is very hard to assume a certain model for
the input traffic.

We bias the probability estimation by giving more weight to
newer values to make the estimate a better representative of the
current state of the network. We used the scheme presented in
[4] for measuring loss intervals. The probability is observed at
each virtual queue in subsequent intervals and give these
intervals different weights , . To calculate
(whether or ) at the end of an interval
we use

(2)

We experimented with the values of and and
for most or our simulations, we used , and

. These values result in smooth
changes in values of . is calculated using the
method in [5]. It depends on the average queue size and on the
RIO parameters.

E. Changing the Equation Parameters

The value of will be changed every .

• At the highest priority layer , take .
This will result in accommodation of the router with the
worst congestion situation.

• At lower priority layers , take This
results in maximizing at layer .

Fig. 1. Simulation setup.

F. The Algorithm for Changing

REPEAT every RTT
REPEAT for every layer
If Nofeedback
increase by 1%

else If
reduce using (1)

else If
If ( NOT highest priority layer)
increase using (1)

else If
If
reduce by 3%

END REPEAT for every layer
END REPEAT every RTT

Note that the values of 1% and 3% are chosen to conserva-
tively increase/decrease the rate as at this point we can not be
sure exactly which direction is moving. Note also that the
rate of the highest is increased only when there is no feedback
to make sure that it is not increased beyond slow receivers ca-
pacities.

IV. SIMULATION

We carried out simulations usingns-2[6]. We simulated the
topology in Fig. 1 with two priority levels. The MPEG4 traffic
used in the simulation is based on a traffic model we developed
for MPEG4 [7]. The results we show are for simulations that are
300 seconds long. We use the de-coupled version of RIO where
the average length of each virtual queue is based on the number
of packets belonging to this queue (and hence its priority level).
We use for both priority levels . The goal of
these simulation is to check whether the algorithm will match
the rate of the highest priority layer with that of the slowest
receiver and whether it will allow other receivers to get more
traffic in the lower priority layer.

From the results in Fig. 2 we can see that the rate of the high
priority packet quickly settles at a value slightly less that 100
Kbps which is the rate for R1 (part R1-A). Both R2 and R3
get the same rate but they get higher rate at lower priority layer
(parts R2-A and R3-A). In parts R1-B, R2-B, and R3-B of the
figure we note the difference in the loss ratio of the three re-
ceivers at each of the priority levels. This results in different
qualities of received video.

We simulated more complex topologies [8]. The results from
these simulations show a performance that is consistent with the
results presented in this letter. A modification that we apply in
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Fig. 2. Simulation results.

[8] is to dropall lower priority packets that is going to a specific
congested receiver in the case of continuous high loss rate. The
MPEG4 decoder might not be able to benefit from this lower
priority stream with this continuous high loss.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented a rate adaptation algorithm for multicast
sources in priority-based networks. It is useful forDiffserv-like
IP networks. It enables users with different bandwidth capabil-
ities to receive the same video multicast in different qualities.
The algorithm tries to match the rate for the important level with
that of the slowest receiver. The enhancement level is increased
to enable other receivers get better quality. The limitation of this
approach is that receivers should at least have their bandwidth
grater than (minimum rate at the high priority layer).
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